
Are you interested in … 

Participating? 
To secure your seat at this outstanding international conference, please 
let the organizers, TEMA AG, keep you informed via email or post. 

Please fill out the online feedback form at: www.SCT2014.com.

Exhibiting?
Exhibiting at SCT 2014 is easy. We have several packages for exhibitors 
and you will find a detailed description at www.SCT2014.com, or you 
may contact TEMA AG for individual arrangements. We will be pleased 
to discuss your exhibiting requirements at SCT 2014 with you. We are 
certain to have a package that suits your needs. We will provide you 
with either one of our standard packages (so to say, “off the shelf” 
packages) or we can plan your individual booth together with you. 

Sponsoring?
We invite you to take an active role in SCT 2014, with attractive packages 
that be tailored to suit your individual needs.

Sponsorship types:
We offer high valued Platinum, Gold, Silver or Item sponsorship 
packages. As Platinum, Gold or Silver Sponsor you receive a preferred 
position with 20, 15 or 8 sqm in the exhibition. As exhibitor you are  
also warmly welcome. 

In 2014 we additionally offer a package to “Support Next Generation”. 
If you need further information about sponsoring or exhibiting  
SCT 2014, please contact TEMA AG or visit: www.SCT2014.com.

Platinum / Gold Sponsors 2011

Steel Institute VDEh will be pleased to answer any technical 
questions you may have regarding steel in the automotive 
industry:

Dr.-Ing. Hans-Joachim Wieland
Steel Institute VDEh
Research Association for Steel Application (FOSTA)
Sohnstraße 65
40237 Düsseldorf , Germany
www.stahl-online.de

www.sct2014.com

For all organizational questions please contact: 

TEMA Technologie Marketing AG
Mr. Carsten Scheele
Theaterstr. 74
52062 Aachen, Germany

Phone:  +49 241 88970-18
Fax:  +49 241 88970-42
Email:  info@sct2014.com
www.tema.de

Supporters 4th

4th International Conference on 
Steels in Cars and Trucks

SCT2014
          Steels in Cars and Trucks          
June 15 - 19, 2014,  
          Braunschweig, Germany
www.SCT2014.com
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Steel Components in Cars and Trucks
Technologies for Components
New Steels
Modeling, Simulation and Testing

 

First Announcement



Main Topics: Program Committee

 
The well-known Program Committee representing automotive indus-
try, suppliers, steel industry, science and associations will ensure the 
highest quality standards for the program www.sct2014.com.

Location

Braunschweig, with its approximately 250.000 inhabitants, is the biggest 
city in the area between Hanover and Berlin and the centre of the region 
of Eastern Lower Saxony. As a modern large city with a long history of 
traditions, the Lion City has a lot to offer: historical sights and authentic 
districts, post-modern architecture, top-class research and innovative 
companies, a lively cultural scene, as well as lavish parks and nature 
areas for recreational purposes.

The Stadthalle Braunschweig is positioned just 700m from Braunschweig 
Main Station. You can reach it by taxi or with just a short walk. 

Address: 
Stadthalle Braunschweig
Leonhardplatz
38102 Braunschweig, Germany
www.stadthalle-braunschweig.de

www.sct2014.com

Steel Components in Cars and Trucks:   
body structure, forged and stamped 
parts, engine (conventional, electrical), 
transmission, axle, shafts and gears, steering 
and suspension, wheels, breaks, accessories,
engine management, injection, alternative 
drives (e.g. fuel cell), bearings 

Technologies for Components:  
intelligent forming processes, new 
developments in heat treatment 
techniques, hybrid manufacturing, 
multi-material design, efficient joining 
techniques, innovative and economic 
process chains, new surface techniques 
(corrosion and wear protection, paint 
adherence) for future applications

New Steels:  
modern steel design, improved 
properties, new product forms,  
lifecycle assessment, new surface 
coatings, recyclability, adjusted forming,
joining technologies

Modelling, Simulation and Testing:  
numerical simulation of steel properties, 
components and processes, (rapid) simul-
taneous engineering, virtual engineering 
and related topics, innovative testing 
methods for steel components, quality as-
sessment and part integrity, new methods 
for characterization of material properties

The detailed Call for Papers will be sent out at the beginning of 2013. 
In the meantime we would like to keep you abreast of the latest news. 
Stay informed: www.sct2014.com.

Network for the automotive,  
supplier and steel industries

Bringing the automotive, supplier and   

steel industry together

More than 350 visitors attended the third conference on Steels 
in Cars and Trucks (SCT 2011) in June 2011, in Salzburg, Austria, 
which was organized by the Steel Institute VDEh and the 
Austrian Society for Metallurgy and Materials (ASMET). 

The goal of expanding the network between automobile 
manufacturers, automotive suppliers and steel producers 
was thus reached and should deepen in 2014. The concept of 
presenting both components made of flat and long products 
together allows the exchange of knowledge between both 
product forms.

The enthusiastic feedback praised, in particular, the scientific 
and industrial presentations by the international speakers, as 
well as the accompanying exhibition, the impressive location 
and the good organization. The positive press response reflects 
the broad interest in the use of steels in the automotive industry 
today and conveys the SCT 2014 message to all target groups.

Presentations at  
SCT 2014
The SCT 2014 topics will be of interest 
to all engineers from the industrial 
sector as well as scientists in related 
disciplines who participate in the 
event, i.e. the automotive industry 
with passenger cars, trucks and busses 
as well as the steel and the supplier 
industries. Sustainable reduction of 
both cost and energy consumption 
over a complete lifecycle assessment 
through the optimal integration of 
steel, design and manufacturing 
processes plays a leading role in these 
future trends.  

The SCT 2014 should demonstrate the progress and advantages 
in steel manufacturing along the value added chains to reach 
new innovations for sustainable, economic and environmentally 
friendly vehicles for the future.

Future trends in steel 
development,  
processing technologies 
and applications


